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Johnny Carson School of Theatre and Film at the University of Nebraska –
Lincoln (UNL) opened the Fall 2012 season in the Howell Theatre on October 04, 2012
with Agravio. My thesis project was the technical direction of Agravio. As the technical
director, I took the designer’s ideas and made them a reality on stage. My responsibilities
included organization, construction drawings, ordering supplies, problem solving,
supervising build and the budgeting of time, people and money. In the course of this
thesis I will discuss the process I took to assure the set would be built on time and under
budget, as well as the solutions used to solve any problems that occurred. At the end of
this written work I have included construction drawings and production photos.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
When the shows were assigned for the 2012-13 season, I requested to be the
technical director for the first show. The first show is always a challenge because preproduction is supposed to happen over the summer – yet rarely does. Agravio was
assigned the first slot. In my thesis I discuss what I did as the technical director for
Agravio. I explain how I took the scenic designer’s ideas and constructed a safe and
usable set. This thesis contains a detailed account of the pre-production design, budget,
and construction process with a daily scenic shop breakdown. At the end of the written
work are copies of the elevations I received from the scenic designer, my comprehensive
budget breakdown and construction drawings, construction and production photos, as
well as critiques from faculty mentors.
Agravio is an adaptation by Dr. Ian Borden based on an original translation by Dr.
Amy Williamsen of Ana Caro’s Valor, Agravio y mujer written between 1637 and 1650.
The play takes place in 17th Century Spain. It follows Dona Leonora’s revenge on Don
Juan who betrayed her love and broke her heart. Leonora and her servant, Flora, cleverly
disguise themselves as men to find, confront, and kill Don Juan. There are many
confrontations throughout the play; several of the confrontations include sword fights.
Leonora pretends to be Don Leonardo and in doing so, woos Estella who is Don Juan’s
current love. There are many misunderstandings, yet in the end all works out and
everyone finds happiness.
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I was given a $3500.00 budget and five weeks to build Agravio. The set would
have to be loaded in and ready to go by Friday, September 28th for our first technical
rehearsal at 6:00 pm. I knew from the script that the set would require at least two
balconies and a court yard. I talked with the designer before summer break and informed
him that I would need finalized elevations before school started. I wanted to start
construction the first week of school (August 20th – 24th), giving the shop one more week
of build. Much of UNL’s scene shop labor pool is made up of students with varying
abilities, even some who may never have stepped into a shop before. I wanted to have
that extra week to ensure the set could be built on time.
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Chapter 2: Pre-production
The production staff knew from the start of the design that our show would be
entered to compete in The Kennedy Center American College Theatre Festival
(KC/ACTF). Agravio could possibly tour, so the design would have to be built to be
taken apart, moved and reassembled.
July 3rd, 2012 – I talked to the scenic designer, Joshua Rajaee, and asked him
how far the set design had progressed. He informed me that he had not started the design
because he had not heard from the other designers. One of our scenic professors told him
that he could not put his design on hold. He was told to get in touch with the other
designers; but if he could not, do not let it impede his design.
July 5th, 2012 – I met with the director, Dr. Ian Borden, and he expressed concern
because he had not received much from any of the designers.
July 11th, 2012 – The director sent out an e-mail to all of the designers and their
advisors and stated his concerns with the design process. Dr. Borden would be out of
town so all communication would have to be done via e-mail or telephone.
August 6th, 2012 – The scenic designer e-mailed Dr. Borden and me a rough
design for the set. As the technical director, I have to foresee any problems that might
come up and I noticed the set was pushed very far downstage with the entire set under or
in front of the proscenium arch. My concern was that the script called for several fight
sequences and the director only had 10-15 feet to work with. Another concern was, with
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the stage so far downstage the lighting designer only had one line set and the front of
house lighting positions to use. I voiced my concerns to the director, scenic designer and
lighting designer. While talking with the lighting designer, Aja Jackson, I was informed
that she had not been contacted by the scenic designer, nor had she seen his rough draft.
August 11th, 2012 – Dr. Borden asked for the scenic designer to move the back
walls further upstage to allow more room for lighting and fight chorography.
August 13th, 2012 – Finalized design and elevations were due to me, yet the
design was only in the beginning stages. The scenic designer sent out a new rough draft
and the director thought that the design was finally headed in the correct direction but
was not there yet. The director contacted me and explained that he needed time to work
with the scenic designer to develop the set.
August 20th, 2012 – Dr. Borden returned to town and was able to sit down with
the scenic designer to finalize concepts.
August 21st, 2012 – The scenic designer presented his design at the first
production meeting. The lack of collaboration between the director, scenic, lighting and
costume designers became apparent. The scenic designer had designed the balconies to
be accessed via a rung ladder and through a two foot square hole in a metal grate.
However, the period costumes had three foot hoop skirts which made it impossible to
climb a ladder and safely get through the hole. I suggested to the scenic designer to move
the stage left wall onstage about three feet and add escape stairs to access the two
balconies – this was incorporated into the design. I asked the costume designer what type
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of shoes would be worn and how high the stairs should be. She preferred the stairs have a
7” rise because any higher would be difficult for the actresses in big hoop skirts.
The design was not made in a way that would make it easy to take on tour if
Agravio was chosen for KC/ACTF. The set wall flats were designed to follow our theatre
walls and use them for support. If Agravio was chosen to tour our show for KC/ACTF, I
would have to adjust how to support the walls. I also had to make sure that every set
piece could be taken out the freight elevator or shop doors.
When someone designs for Howell Theatre, he/she must consider the fire curtain
and smoke pocket. A six inch area is required to be left free so the fire curtain can reach
the floor. The balconies crossed over the fire curtain’s path, however, so the scenic
designer and I had to work out a solution. For the safety of the actors, Dr. Borden felt that
the best option would be to leave the six inches open. If there was a breakaway floor an
actor could easily step on it and get hurt.
The scenic designer only had a rough sketch (pages 49-50) and asked me if I
could afford the set. I had to inform him that without a scaled drawing, measurements, or
materials used, there was no way I could estimate the budget.
As the scenic designer went through his design, the lighting designer voiced her
concerns with lighting positions. A line set schedule was not available, so the lighting
designer and I were not sure where the trees, leaf borders or convent wall were to be
hung. Unfortunately, the scenic designer made the lighting designer and me wait until he
could work out the line set information at a later date.
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August 22nd, 2012 – I received rough elevations (pages 51-52) for part of the set
and was able to start a budget. To prepare for the budget process, the previous week I had
already gone to a local hardware store and priced the materials I would likely need. I
priced each set piece separately on a spread sheet, because this would make it easier to
figure out what to cut if the budget was over.
August 23rd, 2012 – I received the rest of the rough elevations for the walls and
platforms – yet there were no molding details. From past projects I knew that the details
could be very expensive. I still needed the balcony rafters, railings, doors, shutters,
fountain, and trees. I had enough information to start the wall flats on Monday, August
27th. The paint charge, Michaela Stein, and I went over the design. She was unable to
estimate her budget because the scenic designer had not yet discussed the paint design
with her. At this point, I set aside $300 of the budget for paint.
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Chapter 3: Construction
I had a fantastic core staff in the shop. I had worked with most of the core
members for several years, so I knew their strengths and used each of the members to the
best of their abilities: Edward Stauffer -Technical Direction Faculty Supervisor; Bryan
Ruhs – Shop Foreman; Matthew Rightmire – Graduate Technical Director and my
Assistant; Christine Donaghy – Graduate Technical Director and my Master Carpenter;
Michaela Lynne Stein – Graduate Scenic Designer and my Paint Charge; shop employees
– Michael Fortkamp, Christopher Stepanek, Gregory Rishoi, Cassandra Tyrrell, Emily
Carnes, and Ryan Schumacher. Besides the core shop crew, there were students with a
wide range of abilities.
Construction started behind schedule due to the elevations being over a week late.
My goal was to do it right the first time and not rebuild anything. I had to depend on my
crew to work fast, yet accurately. I put individual core shop members in charge of
separate groups of new students to teach; thus freeing me up to supervise the entire shop
and answer any questions that arose.
August 24th – 26th, 2012 – When I figured the preliminary budget I was already
over budget and still needed information about the doors, shutters, fountain, trees,
railings, rafters, and moldings. I also went over the design to figure out how to construct
the set in a way that it could be taken apart to tour. I split the long walls and platforms
into several smaller pieces allowing them to fit onto our elevator. The longest unit I
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would have was 9’-3” and there was 9’-7” clearance in the elevator. In order to ensure
everything would be stable and fit together, I would be unable to use any stock platforms.
Additionally, the balconies were made as a single unit to make them easier to move. For
touring, the top wall and railing would have to be taken off, but the bottom could stay
together.
I like to have all of my construction drawings done before construction starts; this
way I have plenty of work ready in case set pieces got done faster than expected. I hand
draft on 8x10 paper, then a copy of the drafting is taped to a piece of standard hard board
(masonite) to help make it harder to lose. I had a pretty good idea of what I needed to
build the basic set, so I had Mr. Ruhs place my initial order to be delivered.
The two most difficult set pieces were assigned to core members. The two core
members would be able to build the set pieces fast and accurate with little assistance from
me. First, the convent wall was assigned to Mr. Stauffer because it was complex with
several arches and mullion details. Second was a working fountain, which Mr. Ruhs
requested to build. He used the scenic designer’s elevations and research photos to plan
and construct the fountain.
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Problems I had to resolve before construction1. Budget – The sun and moon light boxes and the 1/8” masonite on top of the
platforms had to be cut because I was already over budget.
2. Sightlines – The scenic designer placed the eighteen foot high trees on a line set
that was located far downstage; this did not allow enough room to fly the trees all
the way out. The scenic designer moved the trees to a line set that was further
back on the set. In the end, however, I would need to cut off two feet from the
finished trees because the lighting units were blocked.
3. Masking – The scenic designer had not given any thought to masking the
backstage area. It was a problem I noted and knew I would have to fix at a later
date.
4. Stairs – The scenic designer did not think that a nine inch rise was a problem and
chose not to change it. I made him go talk to the costume designer before I started
build on the stairs. The scenic designer was told the rise could not be any higher
than seven inches, so he had to redesign the stairs.
5. Missing Design Elements – The scenic designer needed to give me the elevations
for the doors, shutters, fountain, trees, railings, rafters, and moldings, so I could
figure out exactly how much over budget I was.
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Shop
It is important to note that I have not included much on the paint process. I left
Michaela Lynne Stein in control of the paint schedule because each time a scenic unit
was finished Ms. Stein would prepare the item to be painted. In previous shows I found
that the paint charge would wait and do several overnight work calls at the end of the
build. Ms. Stein used the shop hours extremely well and was able to have all of the paint
done quickly.
August 27th, 2012 –
The shop started construction on the flats. Instead of building one item at a time
from start to finish, I have found the best way to construct similar items fast, easily, and
accurately was through a type of assembly line. To ensure accuracy, I had Christine
Donaghy make the cut lists and cut all the boards at once.
New Projects –


Ripped 1x6 into 1x3 – Decided to make the flats out of 1x3 on edge. It
was cheaper to buy 1x6 and rip it down to 1x3.



Cut 1x3 – Ms. Donaghy cut the 1x3 to length and stacked groups for each
flat.



Core members selected construction drawings from the “to be built bin”
and the corresponding precut 1x3s. Core members taught their groups of
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students how to read construction drawings, what tools to use, and our
build process.


Flats – Constructed with 1x3 frame and hard covered with 1/4” lauan
which was glued and stapled on. Many of the flats were the same height,
so a jig was set up to ease the build process.
Flat E (Sheet 26 of 62), Flat F (Sheet 27 of 62), Flat I (Sheet 32 of
62), Flat K1 (Sheet 48 of 62), Flat K2 (Sheet 48 of 62) – Several
groups worked on different flats at the same time.



Fountain – Back of the fountain was traced onto a piece of 3/4” plywood
and cut out.



Convent Wall (Sheet 23 of 62) – Frame was constructed out of 1x3 and
hard covered with 1/4” lauan. The reveal was constructed out of 1x3 for
the straight parts and 3/4” dense foam for the curved arches.

Finished Build Projects – Flats E, F, I, K1, K2 – Ready for paint preparations.
Problems and Solutions – Needed elevations of the balconies with railings and
rafters; also needed the new elevation for the stairs and main platform. I requested
elevations from the scenic designer.
August 28th, 2012 –
New Projects –


Flat A2 Bottom (Sheet 6 of 62), Flat G1 (Sheet 28 of 62), Flat G3 (Sheet
30 of 62), Flat L1 (Sheet 49 of 62), Flat L2 (Sheet 49 of 62)
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Continued Projects –


Convent Wall – Continued with frame construction.



Fountain – Bottom of the fountain was constructed from 3/4” plywood and
2x4s. Mr. Ruhs had to make sure that an actor could stand on the base.
Fountain base was attached to fountain back.



Flats E, F, I, K1, K2 – Filled staple holes with joint compound, sanded,
and prepared flats with a base coat of paint.

Finished Build Projects – Flats A2 Bottom, G1, G2, L1, L2 – Ready for paint
preparations
Problems and Solutions – Still needed elevations of the balconies with railings
and rafters. I asked the scenic designer and discovered he was not sure how to
draft them, so I asked for his research photos to build from.
The new design for the stairs had several different rise levels which would
make it unsafe for the actors. I worked with the scenic designer to find an equal
rise and added stairs to make it possible.
August 29th, 2012 –
The director, scenic designer, lighting designer and I met to figure out the line sets
to ensure the lighting designer had space for her lighting units. The set could not be
moved back because the walls were already built. To free up another line set for lights,
the scenic designer moved the trees and placed the leaf borders on a shared line set.
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New Projects –


Flat B1 (Sheet 10 of 62), Flat B2 (Sheet 10 of 62), Flat C (Sheet 12 of 62),
Flat J3 (Sheet 40 of 62)

Continued Projects –


Convent Wall – Finished the 1x3 frame.



Flats A2 Bottom, G1, G3, L1, L2 – Filled the staple holes with joint
compound, sanded and prepared the flats with a base coat of paint.



Fountain – Covered fountain in dense foam so brick shapes could be
carved into it.

Finished Build Projects – Flats B1, B2, C, J3 – Ready for paint preparations
Problems and Solutions – Met with the paint charge to ask her which type of
foam she preferred for the bricks. Ms. Stein and I decided to use pink dense foam
for the bricks on the convent wall and wall J. White bead foam was used for the
bricks on the top of the main stage walls. I needed to figure out how many sheets
of foam and the number of bricks I needed to cut.
August 30th, 2012 New Projects –


Flat H (Sheet 31 of 62), Flat J1 (Sheet 33 of 62), Flat J2 (Sheet 38 of 62)
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Stage Right Door (Sheet 3 of 62) – Door base was built with 1/4” lauan, a
1x2”, and 3/4” plywood frame; covered the door with 2” strips of 1/4”
lauan slats.



Trees (Sheet 58 of 62) – Frames were made with 3/4” plywood, 1x4, and
2x2. They were then covered with 1/8” masonite.



Main Platform and Stairs (Sheets 50-55 of 62) – Had the crew lay out 3/4”
plywood, plot out the floor, and cut out the pieces. The platform and the
stairs were plotted out together so when they were finished they would
line up.



Bricks (Sheet 61 of 62) – I cut the dense foam bricks out so paint could
have someone carve the bricks with a circular sander.

Continued Projects –


Fountain – One sheet of 1 1/2” dense foam cover was placed on the back of
the fountain by Mr. Ruhs who then carved out the basic brick design.



Convent Wall – Frame was completed so Mr. Stauffer covered the lower
half with 1/4” lauan.



Flats B1, B2, C – Filled the staple holes with joint compound, sanded, and
prepared the flats with a base coat of paint.

Finished Build Projects – Flats J1, J2
The J wall (Flats J1, J2, and J3) did not need to be prepared for paint
because the entire wall would be covered with foam bricks.
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Problems and Solutions – More than twenty students showed up to the shop yet
my preparations allowed me to have work for each student. With all students
working I still had two free core members, so I quickly hand drafted the stage
right door and both trees for those two core members to work on.
The main platform was an odd shape so I used the designer’s elevation to
plot points. Crew members laid out the plywood and began to use my elevation
measurements to plot the points in order to ensure the finished platforms and stair
units would fit back together like puzzle pieces.
August 31st, 2012 –
New Projects –


Platform A – A1 Top (Sheet 2 of 62), A2 Bottom (Sheet 2 of 62) were
plotted onto a sheet of 3/4” plywood and then cut out.



Flat A1 Top (Sheet 1 of 62), Flat G2 (Sheet 29 of 62)

Continued Projects –


Flat H – Finished the frame and hard covered it.



Main Platform – Continued to plot points and draft out platform.



Fountain – Mr. Ruhs glued foam to pieces of 3/4” plywood and carved the
top two bowls out. When done, the two bowls were attached through the
back by screws. The larger bottom bowl was constructed from 3/4”
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plywood, 2x4, and 1/8” masonite - which was then attached to the
fountain.


Convent Wall – Traced the arches on 1/4” lauan and cut them out.



Trees – Frames were completed and began to cover with 1/8” masonite.



Stage Right Door – Frame was completed and 2” strips of 1/4” lauan slats
were added.

Finished Build Projects – Flats A1 Top, G2, H – Ready for paint preparations
At the end of the first week, all flats that the scenic designer had designed were
built.
Problems and Solutions – Balconies were designed to go under the proscenium
arch, but the designer had worked off of an old elevation. I remeasured the
proscenium opening and found that the opening was much shorter than the
designer expected. I had to cut off 8” on four flats to make them fit under the
proscenium arch.
September 4th, 2012 –
New Projects –


Convent Crosses (Sheet 25 of 62) – Cut from 3/4” plywood.

Continued Projects –


Main Platform – All pieces were cut out.
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Fountain – Drainage holes were cut into the bowls. Mr. Ruhs plumbed the
pond pump in.



Convent Wall – Attached arches to the frame.



Trees – Continued with the 1/8” masonite cover.



Stage Right Door – Attached the rest of the 2” strips of 1/4” lauan slats.



Platform A – A1 Top, A2 Bottom – Precut lids were framed with 2x4.



Flats A1 Top, G2, H – Filled the staple holes with joint compound,
sanded, and prepared the flats with a base coat of paint.

Finished Build Projects – Platform A – A1 Top, A2 Bottom, Stage Right Door,
Trees, and One Cross
Problems and Solutions – After the first cross was cut out, the director had me
stop because he did not like the design and wanted it redesigned. I asked the
scenic designer to fit the new design within the old one so that I could use the
cross which had already been cut out.
Items I Still Needed – Fly line schedule, Railing and Column designs.
September 5th, 2012 –
New Projects –


Platform SR2 (Sheet 15 of 62), Platform SR4 (Sheet 17 of 62), Platform J
SL1 (Sheet 34 of 62), Platform J SL2 (Sheet 34 of 62)
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Bricks – Paint wanted to carve and paint the wall bricks. A circular sander
was used to carve the dense foam bricks.

Continued Projects –


Main Platform – Began to frame the cut pieces with 2x4.



Fountain – Mr. Ruhs waterproof sealed the large bottom pool area and
attached a vinyl pool liner.



Convent Wall – Started to attach the 1x3 reveals to the straight parts.



Trees – Cut two feet off of the height of the trees.

Finished Build Projects – Platforms SR2, SR4, J SL1, J SL2, and Trees – Ready
for paint.
Problems and Solutions – Trees were designed too long to fly all the way out.
Even when the line sets were changed, the trees blocked lights. The scenic
designer and I decided to trim two feet off the trees.
Completed design elevations for the railings and columns were given to
me at this time.
September 6th, 2012 –
New Projects –


Carriages (Sheets 14, 16, 19, 21, 44, 46, 56, and 57 of 62) – Matthew
Rightmire cut the carriages out of 2x12.
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Platform SR5A Bottom (Sheet 18 of 62), Platform SR5C Top (Sheet 20 of
62), Platform SL Planter (Sheet 42 of 62), Platform SL2 (Sheet 45 of 62),
Platform SL4 (Sheet 47 of 62)

Continued Projects –


Fountain – Bowls were covered with a waterproof seal.



Main Platform – Started to attach legs.



Convent Wall – Attached 3/4” dense foam reveal to the arches.

Finished Build Projects – Platforms SR5A Bottom, SR5C Top, SL Planter, SL2,
and SL4
Problems and Solutions – The main platform had curved stairs so the carriages
did not have easy run measurements. It took a lot of time to ensure they were cut
correctly. There were thirty-one different carriages, so to save money on 2x12, I
drafted out which carriages would be cut from each piece of lumber (Sheet 59 of
62). It would have been easy to waste a lot of 2x12 if I had not carefully planned
on how to use the boards.
The scenic designer wanted our main red drape to frame the convent wall,
but it was so thick there was not enough space for it. The scenic designer and I
decided to add a side wall to each side of the convent wall.
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September 7th, 2012 –
I met with the lighting designer and asked her when she would like me to load-in
the set. UNL usually has light hang and first focus over a weekend before the set is
loaded in - but it has always been hard to focus on an empty stage. The lighting designer
and I decided that it would be best if the two balconies and the main platform were in, yet
decided to leave the main platform walls and masking walls out.
New Projects –


Platform A Curve (Sheet 7 of 62), Platform J SL1 Back (Sheet 35 of 62),
Platform J SL2 Back (Sheet 35 of 62)



Stock Black Borders – Hung two



Convent Side Walls (Sheet 24 of 62) – Constructed with 1x3 and hard
covered with 1/4” lauan.



Stair Treads (Sheet 60 of 62) – Cut out 3/4” plywood



Stairs (Sheets 14, 16, 19, 21, 44, 46, 56, and 57 of 62) – Crews constructed
stair units as carriages were completed. Each stair unit had two 2x12
carriages with 3/4” plywood treads and 2x2 support braces under each
tread.



Two Planters (Sheet 62 of 62) – Frames were constructed out of 3/4”
plywood and 2x2, then covered with 1/8” masonite and a rim of 3/4” dense
foam. The foam rim was covered with cheesecloth and finished with a
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joint compound and glue mixture (dope); this helped stiffen the foam so it
would not break if it was stood on.


Stage Right Shutters (Sheet 5 of 62) – I decided to make the shutters
instead of buying them. Each stutter was made with a 1/4” lauan base, 1x1
frame, 3/4” plywood divider, and covered with 2” strips of 1/4” lauan slats.

Continued Projects –


Carriages – Mr. Rightmire continued to cut out the carriages.



Convent Wall – Cut 3/4” ether foam in half and attached it as mullions.



Trees – To form the bark, muslin was attached with a paint and dope.



Fountain – Construction was completed and handed over to paint. Ms.
Stein carved the details and started to paint it.

Finished Build Projects – Platforms A Curve, J SL1 Back, J SL2 Back, Convent
Wall, Convent Side Walls, and Fountain
At the end of the second week, although they still needed to be legged, all the
platforms that the scenic designer had designed were built.
Problems and Solutions – Two of the platforms had to fit around a theatre splay
so the crew plotted out the lids on 3/4” plywood. After the lids were cut out, the
crew made sure the lids fit around the splay before they were framed.
In mid-construction of the planters, the scenic designer came in and asked
if I had the planter drawings. He had only given me one drawing that said “build
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two.” The two planters were supposed to be different heights. I stopped the build
until the scenic designer gave me the correct heights; the error was fixed with
little problem.
The scenic designer added the “A Curve” platform in front of the fountain
to allow the actors room to walk around the fountain.
I bought the metal columns and balusters for the stage left balcony. The
scenic designer wanted to use an old bed frame for part of the railing. I told him to
give me an elevation and I would have one of my crew members weld it together.
September 10th, 2012 –
New Projects –


Stock Black Borders – Hung two more



Stage Floor – Base painted

Continued Projects –


Stairs – Continued to put them together.



Carriages – Mr. Rightmire continued to cut out the carriages.



Stage Right Shutters – Ms. Donaghy commenced construction of the
shutters.



Trees – Mr. Ruhs rigged for load-in.



Two Planters – Continued to frame.
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Finished Build Projects – Finished several stair units.
September 11th, 2012 –
New Projects –


New Crosses – Cut from 3/4” plywood.



Main Platform Curved Stairs (Sheets 54 and 55 of 62) – Pre-cut treads
were attached to the carriages.



Main Platform – Covered with 1/8” masonite.



Main Platform and Straight Stair Units – Load-in

Continued Projects –


Stairs – Continued to assemble.



Carriages – Mr. Rightmire continued to cut out the carriages.



Stage Right Shutters – Construction continued.



Planters – Started to cover frames with 1/8” masonite.

Finished Build Projects – Carriages and Crosses
Problems and Solutions – Once the main platform was done, I talked with the
scenic designer and decided to add masonite to top of the main platform because
of flaws in the plywood. The shop had a supply of 1/4” masonite I could use. To
make sure the main platform could come apart for travel, I had crew members add
the 1/4” masonite separately to each half.
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September 12th, 2012 –
New Projects –


Leaf Borders – Hung four



Black Scrim and Masking Legs – Hung



Stage Right Balcony (Sheet 8 of 62) – Assembled and loaded in. To give
extra support to the top balcony, I designed the 4x4 columns to go through
the bottom platform and sit on the floor.

Continued Projects –


Stairs – Continued to construct the stair units.



Planters – Foam was added to the top to form the bricks.



Stage Right Shutters – Continued Construction



Main Platform Curved Stairs – Load-in.

Problems and Solutions – I realized that the 8” cut off the balcony walls was not
enough to clear the apron in front of the proscenium arch. I had a two crew
members cut an angle out of the top flat on both balconies.
Originally, the scenic designer did not want any of the stairs faced. After
the main platforms were loaded-in, the scenic designer and I decided to mask
what the audience could see under the main platforms.
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I had a concern on how to make the stage right balcony railing sturdy, yet
removable. After talking to Mr. Stauffer, I decided to use 4” angle iron to attach
the 4x4 newel posts to the platform.
The two trees were placed on separate line sets. Each line set had two leaf
borders – one in front and one behind each tree. After the leaf borders were hung,
the scenic designer decided he wanted to add extensions to the battens in order to
stagger the leaf borders.
September 13th, 2012 –
New Projects –


Platform B1 Top (Sheet 11 of 62), Platform B2 Bottom (Sheet 11 of 62)



Stage Left Metal Columns - Cut down to size



Stage Left Balcony – Started to assemble the balcony with metal columns,
platforms, and wall flats.



Stage Right Escape Stairs (Sheet 13 of 62) – Load-in



Stage Left Shutters (Sheet 41 of 62) – Shutters had a 1/4” lauan base with
1x2” and 3/4” plywood frame. The 2” vertical slats did not have to be
attached because Ms. Stein decided to paint and make them appear to have
slats instead.

Continued Projects –


Stage Right Shutters
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Stage Right Balcony, Flats and Stairs – Load-in



Main Platform Curved Stairs – Finished load-in, covered and faced with
1/8” masonite.



Planters – Finished the foam then covered it with cheesecloth and a joint
compound mixture.



Platforms – B1 Top, B2 Bottom

Finished Build Projects – Stage Right Shutters, Planters, Platforms – B1 Top,
B2 Bottom, Stage Right – Balcony, Flats and Stairs
Problems and Solutions – Two small platforms for the stage right balcony were
previously overlooked by me. I used the elevations to quickly draft out a
construction drawing for a crew member to build them.
Before I started on the railing I had to clear the design with the director.
The scenic designer and the director had different opinions on what the set should
look like. I had to go between the two because the scenic designer had not given
the director a model or a rendering. The director did not really know what the
final set would look like. I knew the director wanted the set to look like a wealthy
courtyard yet the scenic designer made it look rough cut. The scenic designer had
plain 2x2 balusters and 2x4 handrails for the railing. I checked the budget and
knew I had the money to get better balusters. So, I asked the director to come
down to see the design. After I talked with the director and the scenic designer,
the three of us decided to go with turned balusters and routed handrails.
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September 14th, 2012 –
New Projects –


Stage Left Escape Stairs (Sheet 43 of 62) – Load-in



Stage Left Metal Railing (Sheet 37 of 62) – Used 1” square metal tubing,
metal balusters, and a bed headboard.



Stage Right Railing Pieces (Sheets 4 and 22 of 62) – I designed the railing
in pieces to make it easier to move if selected for KC/ACTF.



Cyclorama – Hung



Trees – Hung



Main Platform Molding – Cut 3/4” and 1” white bead foam bricks.

Continued Projects –


Stage Left Balcony



Stage Right Stairs – 1/8” masonite was added to the 2x2 brace and 3/4”
tread to cover the seams.



Main Platform Curved Stairs – Load-in



Stage Left Shutters – Continued construction



Planters – Loaded in the two planters to make sure that the actors could
work around them.



Fountain – Tested the pump and water seal.

Finished Build Projects – Stage Left Balcony and Escape Stairs, Stage Left
Shutters, and Stage Right Stairs – Masonite
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September 15th – 16th, 2012 –
Light Hang – The master electrician was in charge of the light hang and focus. I
chose not to supervise, but remained readily available if needed. There were a few
problems that came up, yet were able to be worked out by the lighting crew.
Lanterns and fountains lights would have to wait until the fountain and rafters
were loaded-in.
September 17th, 2012 –
The design called for a door stage right that was not to be used. The director
asked that I construct the door as I would a door that worked. He thought that a painted
door would not look realistic. As a technical director I have to foresee anything the
director might ask me to do in the future, so I thought that later in the construction he
would ask if the door could be used and if a platform could be placed behind it. Sure
enough, Dr. Borden did ask if the door could be used and a platform placed behind it.
Because I had already planned on it, I was easily able to add a platform.
New Projects –


Stage Right Door Platform – Made from 3/4” plywood and 2x4.



Three Stage Left Doors (Sheets 36 and 39 of 62) – 1/4” lauan base with a
1x2” and 3/4” plywood frame.



Convent Wall – Rigged and hung.
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Continued Projects –


Planters – Secured to the floor with screws.



Main Platform Curved Stairs – Reinforced the treads with 2x2 supports.



Stage Left Metal Railing – Continued to weld the frame together.



Stage Right Railing Pieces – Built and started installation.



Fountain – Loaded in the fountain so the master electrician could load-in
his lights.

Finished Build Projects – Stage Left Doors and Stage Right Railing –
Construction
Problems and Solutions – A sightline problem was brought to the scenic
designer’s attention. When the actors exited off the stage left balcony, the
audience could see their heads above the main platform wall. To fix the problem,
I extended one of the escape platforms and moved the stairs further off stage left.
Convent Wall – I had to have two crew members brace the back with 2x4
because it warped and was hitting the proscenium arch.
Main Platform Curved Stairs – The curved stairs were weakened because
of the shape.
September 18th, 2012 –
New Projects –


Metal Column – Reinforce welds.
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Convent Side Walls – Hung and bolted them to the main convent wall.



Masking Stage Right Stairs – Load-in per director’s request.



Stage Right Stairs – Masked underneath



Stage Right Shutters – Hung



Stage Right Door – Hung



Stage Right and Stage Left Platforms – Added 1/8” masonite around the
frame.



Stage Right Flat – Braced to the theatre wall.

Continued Projects –


Stage Left Metal Railing – Continued to weld the frame



Main Platform Curved Stairs – Reinforcement



Stage Right Railing – Load-in

together.

Finished Build Projects – Main Platform Curved Stairs – Reinforced, Metal
Column – Reinforced, Stage Right Stairs – Masking, and Convent Side
Walls – Attached to main convent wall.
Problems and Solutions – The metal column used on stage left was not
manufactured as strong as the scenic designer thought, and when an actor tried to
climb it one of the welds broke. A crew member reinforced the weld and it
worked for the run of the show.
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The leaf borders hit a couple of the extender arms the lighting designer
used. I worked with the master electrician and the arms were able to be rotated.
The director did not like a cubby hole under the stairs, so I had a crew
member covered it with 1/8” masonite.
The stage right flat leaned over and blocked the smoke pocket, so I had a
crew member brace the flat to the theatre wall.
September 19th, 2012 –
New Projects –


Downstage Main Platform Walls – Loaded-in



Stage Right 4x4 Columns – Covered with 1/8” masonite.



Newel Post Caps – Made of 3/4” medium-density fiberboard (MDF).



Stage Right Door Masking (Sheet 9 of 62) – Had to frame and mask
behind the door.

Continued Projects –


Stage Left Metal Railing – Attached balusters to the frame.



Stage Right Railing – Continued to install balusters and railing

Finished Build Projects – Stage Left Metal Railing and Stage Right Masking
Problems and Solutions – After the downstage main platform walls were added,
I noticed that there would not be enough room between the main walls and the
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masking walls for the actresses who wore three foot hoop skirts. I talked to the
scenic designer and added stock platforms to provide three additional feet.
As the main platform walls were loaded-in, I noticed that one wall was 3”
shorter than the rest. I had forgotten a measurement on the construction drawing
and I gave the wrong measurement to the master carpenter. I was able to fix the
error with a plug because the top was covered with foam bricks.
September 20th, 2012 –
New Projects –


Extra Platforms – Load-in upstage of the main platform



Rafters (Sheets 4 and 37 of 62) – Made from 1x6. Stage right rafter was on
edge and stage left rafter was laid flat.

Continued Projects –


Stage Left Metal Railing – Flipped balusters per director’s request.



Flat J3 – Load-in



Newel Post Caps – Installation



Stage Left Shutters – Hung



Stage Left Doors – Hung



Stage Left Railing – Load-in



Main Platform Walls – Load-in



Stage Right Railing – Load-in
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Finished Build Projects – Newel Post Caps
Problems and Solutions – The 1/8” masonite which covered the 4x4 columns
warped because it soaked in moisture from the 4x4. Ms. Stein requested that the
masonite be taken off and she would paint the 4x4 columns instead.
September 21st, 2012 –
New Projects –


Main Platform Escape Stairs – Load-in



Balconies – Added 6” strips of 1/8” masonite facing to conceal lighting
units.



Flat J1, J2, and J3 – Started to brick

Continued Projects –


Stage Right Railing – Load-in



Rafters – Cut angles and screwed together

Problems and Solutions – When the scrim was down, there was not enough
room between the scrim and escape stairs for an actor to get through. I decided to
cut away some of the back platform to inset the stairs.
September 22nd, 2012 –
Paint Call – Ms. Stein was in charge and did not need my assistance. I was
readily available in case a problem did arise.
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September 24th, 2012 –
New Projects –


Main Platform Escape Stairs – Cut back platform to inset stairs

Continued Projects –


Stage Right Railing – Load-in



Flat J1, J2, and J3 – Bricks attached



Rafters – Added support boards to the fronts of each rafter to keep the
planks spaced equally.



Stage Right Door – Masking backstage



Stage Doors – Made sure the doors swung freely

Finished Build Projects – Stage Right Railing, Rafters – Built and ready to be
loaded-in, and Main Platform Escape Stairs
Problems and Solutions – Crew members sanded and braced the doors, because
the doors would stick sometimes. The latches also had to be moved higher toward
the top of the door frames so dresses would not snag on them.
The director did not like the color of the walls because the color was too
close to skin tone. Ms. Stein darkened the walls several times until the director
was pleased.
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September 25th, 2012 –
New Projects –


Masking Flats – Resized, reframed and painted.

Continued Projects –


Rafters – Load-in



Flat J1, J2, and J3 – Bricks attached

Finished Build Projects – Rafters – Master electrician hung and wired the
lanterns.
Problems and Solutions – Masking Problems - When all of the masking walls
were loaded in, the audience could still see backstage and actor movements. I had
my crew resize two stock masking flats and add them to block the backstage area.
Curtain legs were extended to mask the back wall.
There was no masking behind the door on the stage left balcony bottom. I
had my crew add a frame and 1/4” lauan to mask the backstage area. On the top
balcony a crew member added a fabric leg to mask the backstage area. A piece of
painted muslin was stapled behind the top balcony to hide the black wall.
Rafters did not fit under the proscenium arch, so planks closest to the arch
were angled.
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September 26th, 2012 –
New Projects –


Main Platform Walls – Bricks added to the tops



Convent Wall – Started to attach bricks



Stage Left Balcony - Masking behind doors

Continued Projects – Flat J1, J2, and J3 – Bricks attached
Finished Build Projects – Stage Left Balcony – Masking behind doors
Problems and Solutions – The convent wall was still warped after the 2x4s were
added, so 1x3 angle braces were added to straighten the wall.
The bricks on the convent wall hit the fire curtain, so the bottom of the fire
curtain was taped to the proscenium arch to keep the fire curtain forward without
impeding on the fire curtain’s path.
The costume designer came to me with concerns about the set because the
scenic designer envisioned a rustic, rough cut design. She was worried that the
costumes would snag and get ruined. I thought the two designers would have met
about this, but the costumes were made from a satin that would snag easily. I met
with the costume designer and the two of us walked the set to look for any
potential problems. The set was already painted so the entire set could not be
sanded like she wanted; I was able to address some of her biggest concerns,
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however, and the crew taped the rough edges backstage, on the escape stairs, and
railings.
September 27th, 2012 –
Continued Projects –


Masking Walls – Load-in



Bricks – Cut and painted more for the convent wall



Flat J1, J2, J3 – Bricks attached



Convent Wall – Bricks attached

Finished Build Projects – Masking Walls – Loaded in
Problems and Solutions – One of the black borders hung in front of one of the
leaf borders and the audience could not see the leaf border at all. I talked with the
lighting and scenic designers, and the three of us decided that all the leaf borders
would be in at the top of the play. After the forest scene, all of the leaf borders
would fly out and all of the black borders would fly in.
September 28th, 2012 –
New Project –


Crosses – Hung on convent wall.

Continued Projects –


Flat J1, J2, and J3 – Bricks attached
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Convent Wall – Bricks attached

Finished Build Projects – Crosses
Problems and Solutions – The lighting designer felt the set bounced too much
light, so Ms. Stein darkened both the floor and the walls again.
The set was done and ready for technical rehearsals. Set dressing and detail
work to be accomplished October 1st, 2nd, and 3rd.
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Chapter 4: Technical Rehearsals
September 28th, 2012 6:00 pm - 11:00 pm
September 30th, 2012 3:00 pm - 8:00 pm
Problems –The director had expected one slow trickle of water, but the fountain
had seven streams that gushed and splashed into a pool of water. When the
fountain was turned on the audience could not hear the actors on stage. The water
had to be turned off until I could figure out a way to quiet it down. The director
wanted the fountain as quiet as I could manage. The speed on the pump could not
change, so I talked to several people for ideas. I used every one of their ideas and
one of my own to make the fountain quiet. The silencer was made from a folded
fine mesh screen, quilt batting, angled plexi-glass, and twine strung to wick the
water from level to level. It worked so well that the audience did not think the
fountain was even on. The actors played with the water to show that the fountain
was indeed on.
Notes:


Finish Bricks – Scenic designer changed how he wanted the bottom row to
look.



Paint – Touch ups. Darken floor and walls because there was too much
light bounce.



Bottom Baluster – not plumb (check and fix)
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Glow Tape – Stage manager needed to mark out stairs and fire curtain gap



Fountain – Paint screens and quilt batting



Sword – Hang on convent wall



Fountain – Make it quieter



Leaf Border – Still caught on lighting instruments (work with master
electrician to fix)

October 1st, 2012 – Shop
Notes Worked:


Bricks – Finished



Baluster – Plumbed and fixed



Sword – Hung on the convent wall



Leaf Border - Fixed the area where the leaf border and lights caught



Fountain – Made quieter

Paint – Worked on touch ups, darkened the stage and walls
Props – Worked on set dress
1st Dress Rehearsal – Technical Notes


Escape Stairs – Must add another escape stair unit because an actress exited a way
that was not noted to me.



Snagged Costumes - I grabbed a piece of fabric and rubbed areas on the set to
figure out where the costumes snagged. I found that the costumes snagged on the
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bricks glued to the walls. I could not change the bricks, so the actresses had to be
more careful.


Scrim – Actors hit the scrim with their sword scabbards while walking backstage.
A ground row needed to be added to protect the scrim.

October 2nd, 2012 – Shop
Notes Worked:


Escape Stair – Built and loaded in



Ground Row – Pulled two stock fourteen foot black masking flats, braced
them together, and then placed them in front of the scrim to protect it.

Paint – Worked on touch ups
Props – Worked on set dress
2nd Dress Rehearsal – No new technical notes
October 3rd, 2012 – Shop
No technical notes to fix
Paint and Props – Finished
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Chapter 5: Performances
Performances were October 4th – 6th and 10th – 14th. There were no technical
problems that occurred during the performances.
Two KC/ACTF adjudicators reviewed the show – Patrick Carriere from
Minnesota State University Moorhead and Julie Mollenkamp from the University of
Central Missouri. Both Mr. Carriere and Ms. Mollenkamp felt the set was pretty and
worked well with the action in the play. Each agreed, however, that the fountain was too
quiet; both of them wanted to hear the water in the fountain. Ms. Mollennkamp was
impressed with my ability to work with multiple materials required for the set.
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Chapter 6: Budget
I was given a shop budget of $3,500.00 to cover building supplies and paint. The
shop supplied the screws, staples and a stock of hardware to use for the show. The scenic
designer, director, and I worked together to come up with a design that fit within budget.
When I make a budget for a show, I budget all of the set pieces separately; this
budget style makes it easier to figure out what to cut if the need should arise. I also add a
15% contingency just in case any problems arose. The sun and moon box had to be cut
immediately because they would be expensive to build. I also saved money on the
masonite for the main platform because I was able to use a supply of 1 /4” masonite the
shop had on hand.
Contingency was used for items that were underestimated in the budget.
1. I budgeted $100.00 for the fountain and it cost more than predicted.
2. Paint was given a budget of $300.00, but the walls and floor had to be
darkened several times.
3. I bought all of the balusters for the stage right balcony out of the
contingency. The director and the designer were happier with the
contoured balusters instead of the straight 2x2 balusters in the design.
4. I gave $25.00 to the lighting designer so she could use haze in the
forest scene.
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A copy of my budget can be found on pages 54-60 and a detailed list of what I
bought is on page 61. My final figure for the amount I was expecting to spend, including
the contingency, was $3,484.94. I spent $3,356.57 with $143.43 left. The amount that
remained was saved in case Agravio had been chosen to participate at KC/ACTF Festival.
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Chapter 7: Strike
When I put together the plan for strike, I had to consider that the set needed to be
taken apart in a way that would allow it to be easily put back together again. The entire
set had to be stored until I found out if Agravio was or was not invited to KC/ACTF. I
met with Mr. Ruhs to figure out where the set could be stored. Mr. Ruhs and I decided
that the walls and balconies would be stored in the stage left wing space. Main platform
pieces and all stair units would be stored in the basement. I constructed the strike list
(page 62) to ensure the set was taken apart in the correct order. If Agravio was to be set
up again, I did not want to juggle set pieces around.
Strike was scheduled after the final performance. I reminded everyone not to
destroy the set. Crews worked from the back to the front of the set. The convent wall
stayed hung until a later date. In order to fly the cyclorama and scrim to the grid, several
people west coasted them (gathered the drops horizontally) and tied them to battens. The
borders and legs were flown to the grid as well.
Someone drained the fountain and cleaned out all of the materials I used to silence
the water. Props removed all of the set dressing. Lighting began to remove all of the
electrical cables and lanterns attached to the set and the strip lights behind the set. Crews
started to remove the masking walls and stored them in the stage left wing. As the walls
were taken down, all the foam bricks were saved. Main platform walls were removed and
stored in the stage left wing space. Then the clamps were taken off and toe-nail screws
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were removed from the main platform. Legs were taken off and the main platform was
moved to the basement for storage. Planters were removed and stored in the basement.
Crews started to dismantle the stair units to take them to the basement.
Balcony rafters were removed and stored in the basement. Originally I wanted to
secure the doors with a 2x4 so they would not move, but it worked better to remove the
doors. Top walls of the balconies had to be removed to allow the balconies to fit under
the proscenium arch. Trees were removed and stored in the stage left wing space. Leaf
borders were left up and would be removed at a later date.
After lighting crews removed the lights on the set, crews started with the front of
house locations. After the set was cleared from the stage, the rest of the lighting units
were removed. Cables were coiled, lighting units were placed on racks, lighting colors
were sorted, and everything was taken to storage.
Costume staff organized the costumes by getting them ready for either the dry
cleaners or the washing machine. The costume staff also cleaned the dressing rooms and
costume shop. After props removed all the set dressing, the rest of the props were
collected, cleaned and stored. Sound crew collected the intercom headphones, coiled all
of the cables and put them back in storage. Strike was finished quickly and safely. For
dinner, the crew had pizza courtesy of The Johnny Carson School of Theatre and Film.
I was not involved with the actual destruction of the stored set. When Mr. Ruhs
was informed that Agravio was not chosen to participate in the KC/ACTF Festival, he
had his shop crew dismantle and throw away the pieces that were not being kept.
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Chapter 8: Conclusions
I wanted a challenge for my thesis. I chose Agravio, the first show of the season,
and I was not disappointed. At the time, I did not know how much of a challenge it would
be. Overall, I believe it was a great experience and helped me refine many of my skills. I
saw how important collaboration is between the director and each of the designers. A
design process will likely fall behind if the communication falters. Although Agravio’s
set design started behind schedule, I felt the build was a success.
My graduate studies at the Johnny Carson School of Theatre and Film have given
me several opportunities to technical direct shows. Every show has taught me something
new and allowed me to grow as a technical director. I have learned that organization and
preparation allow me to get things accomplished in a timely fashion with few mistakes.
As technical director, one must oversee so many aspects of the shop that it was essential
to have a shop crew I could give a project to and trust it would be built correctly.
With several fellow graduate technical directors who work in the shop, if a
problem arose – as in the fountain – the three of us were able to talk the problem out and
come to a workable solution. I enjoyed the ability to ask other technical directors for their
opinions and form a solution that worked. Also, through my studies as technical director,
I have learned that “my way” is neither the “only way” nor the “best way.” In the past,
when I worked with and observed other technical directors, I found that one must be
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willing and able to put his/her ego aside; if something does not work the first time, you
find a different way to get it to work.
Johnny Carson School of Theatre and Film had taught me how to apply the
techniques learned in classrooms to practical use on the stage. This knowledge made it
easier for me to see potential problems and to work out solutions. For example, I was able
to see the lack of space for the director to choreograph fight scenes and the space the
lighting designer needed to light the set properly. Agravio was a success for me as the
technical director because I worked closely with the director, scenic designer, lighting
designer, costume designer, and paint charge. I was able to make changes as they came
up and add items to enhance the usability of the set. By opening night the set was
complete and beautiful! The Agravio set was ready for the actors and actresses to use
their talents and transport the audience back to the 17th Century.
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Appendix 1: Scenic Designer Elevations

Original Design Sketch before Alterations

Original Design Sketch before Alterations
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Original Design Sketch before Alterations
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Scenic Designer’s – Ground Plan

Scenic Designer’s – Wall Elevations
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Scenic Designer’s – Platform Elevations

Scenic Designer’s – Elevations
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Appendix 2: Color Model and Elevation

Stage Right Balcony

Stage Left Balcony
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Appendix 3: Paperwork - Budget
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Material Cost Lists
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Strike List
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Appendix 4: Construction Drawings
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Appendix 5: Construction Photos

Fountain: Covered in dense foam

Ms. Stein: Painting the fountain

Mr. Ruhs: Carving fountain bowls

Finished Fountain
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Ms. Tyrrell: Leading a crew in building a flat.

Flats: Built and ready for paint
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Flat ready for paint

Flats ready for detailed paint

Walls loaded in
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Stage Right Balcony

Stage Right Stairs

Stage Right Balcony

Stage Right Rafters and Railings
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Stage Left Balcony

Stage Left Stairs

Stage Left Balcony

Ms. Donaghy: Installing Bricks
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Building Convent Wall

Bricking Convent Wall

Finished Convent Wall

Convent Wall
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Short Planter Construction

Tall Planter Construction

Planter rim Construction

Planter Top Construction

Planter Rim

Cheesecloth and Joint
Compound Mixture

Finished Planter
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Main Platform Construction

Main Platform Stair Construction

Main Platform with Walls
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Stage Right Shutters

Stage Left Shutters
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Tree Bark

Tree Bark Painted

Finished Trees and Leaf Borders

Appendix 6: Production Photos
*** Taken by Doug Smith ***
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Appendix 7: Critiques
Critique by Associate Professor Edward Stauffer
Technical Direction
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Critique by Assistant Professor Ian Borden
Director
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Critique by Assistant Professor Laurel Shoemaker
Lighting Design

